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Teigu--powerful weapons imbued with great wisdom and forged under the reign of the first emperor.

It's said that when two teigu-wielding opponents clash, one will die--there are no exceptions. As the

assassination team Night Raid continues to rid their Capital of corruption and filth, one head at a

time, they also draw the ire of the Empire's strongest teigu-wielding allies. With a bloodred target on

their backs, Tatsumi, Akame, and the rest of Night Raid become embroiled in an all-out life-or-death

struggle!
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Ok so im an agk fan boy its a great manga to me. This volume was very good theres funny

moments, and sad moments from backstories and etc it ended off on a good spot when the

QUEEN! Returns home :) cant wait for volume 3

Akame ga KILL continues to impress the reader with the character development and all of the horror

elements mixed within. Tatsumi finally learns about the Teigu ( powerful weapons that were created

by the first emperor). Night Raid consist of users with Teigu, but Tatsumi does not have one yet and

tries to prove himself by facing a duel with an opponent that is on another level than Tatsumi

himself. Tatsumi gets to learn from this encounter that the people that he will now face will be a true

"life or death" battle where any mistake will cost him his life. There will be one character that may

make you very angry at the end of this volume, so make sure you read through. I was pretty pissed



off myself! Hope everyone enjoys the manga like I did so far, and I thank all of you for your

contribution of reading Akame ga KILL!Enjoy and remember that Akame ga KILL Volume 3 is

available for pre-order and will release on July 21,2015 and volume 4 will release on October

27,2015!-(

http://www..com/Akame-ga-KILL-Vol-3/dp/0316340049/ref=pd_sim_b_1?ie=UTF8&refRID=0Z8BY3

H4HJW6YMT5DBS7 )

I got the first and second volume of this manga and I was really happy with both. The story is cool

and the characters are great. I would recommend it.

Another solid volume if you a fan of the series pick it up since for one it will have a better ending

than the anime and second this manga is not the best selling. If you know anything about the anime

and manga industry you should know it is a hard living so support the author if you can.

Good manga love it!

Awesome manga, I love the characters and overall story, I'm glad I took a chance on this manga.

tatsume new to nightraid finds out that when two Teigu wielders clash one will surely die

as described, fast shipping. thank you
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